ST. TERESA’S SCHOOL, BOLPUR
Class — iv
Subject — Eng II
Lesson – 1

Down the Rabbit hole do as instructed below —
1. Learn the word meaning ( given in the book ) —
(a) Conversation, (b) Immediately, (c) Whiskers.
2. Answer all the questions given in the book pages number 14 and
15 ( but not the questions reflect and answer).
[ Follow the answers given below ].
Answers to all the questions given in the book (Roots_book_4).
Lesson — 1
Down the Rabbit hole.
Read and Answer –
1. Arrange —
a=[2]
b=[4]
c=[5]
d=[1]
e=[3]
2. True / False —
a=F
b=T
c=T
d=T
e=F

(Page - 14)

Ans - Reference to context. ( page 15)
3. (a) Alice and her sister were sitting under the trees.
(b) Alice was not interested in her sister's book because it had no
pictures on conversation in it.
(c) Alice was teeling very sleepy and stupid before he spotted the
rabbit.
4. (a) Having been surprised after seeing the rabbit taking a watch
out of it's pocket, looking at it and hurrying on mode Alice jumped to
her feet.
(b) Alice was surprised because she had never before seen a rabbit
with either a pocket or a watch to take out of it.
(c) After jumping to her feet she ran quickly across the field after the
rabbit.
5. (a) The hole was strange because Alice was falling so slowly
through it that she had time to think and look around her, even to
take things from the cupboard on the walls and to keep them in the
down ones.
(b) while falling down the hole, she looked at the sides of the hole
where she could cupboards, books and pictures on the walls. She
took things from the cupboards and put them back in the lower.
Once after having a look on them.
(c) No, she was not afraid while falling down. Her activities like
collecting things from the cupboard on the walls and putting them
back and her metal state expressed through her remarks during her
falling show that she was not afraid at all.

